240 AUTO TRANS OD HARNESS USING 1981-84 ORANGE RELAY PN 1307793

LEAD: 10 inches to GROUND

LEADS: 26 inches to PLUG

LEAD: 20 inches to PLUG for shifter OD SWITCH

LEADS: 38 inches to PLUG for shifter OD SWITCH

LEADS: 26 inches to PLUG for shifter OD SWITCH

LEAD: 20 inches from PLUG to SOLENOID

LEAD: 20 inches from PLUG to SOLENOID

240 AUTO TRANS OD HARNESS USING 1985 AND LATER WHITE RELAY PN 3523804 (1347764)

LEAD: 10 inches to GROUND

LEADS: 26 inches to PLUG

LEAD: 20 inches to PLUG for shifter OD SWITCH

LEADS: 38 inches to PLUG for shifter OD SWITCH

LEADS: 26 inches to PLUG for shifter OD SWITCH

LEAD: 20 inches from PLUG to SOLENOID

LEAD: 20 inches from PLUG to SOLENOID